Year 9 Art & Design

Semester
1
Term 1
Term 2

Term 3
Semester
2
Term 1
Term 2
Term 3

Content
•
•
•
•

Mixed media
Working in 3D
Food and Festivals
Exploring and refining drawing
techniques
• Observational drawing
• Exploring and refining use of mixed
media
• Exploring contextual influences
• Work of Wayne Thiebaud
• Work of Sarah Graham
Content
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exploring cave art
Historical Art
Work of Philip Treacy
Investigate the Green Man
Re-visit Portraiture
Analysing the brief
Developing and refining ideas for a 3D
piece
Mask-making with papier-mache
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Assessment
•

Skills assessment week 7

•

Skills assessment week 17

Assessment
•

End of year assessment
week 6

•

Skills assessment week 13

•

Skills assessment week 20

Year 9 – Design & Technology
Students will rotate around the below projects through
the course of the academic year

Rotation
Food

Textiles

Electronics

Product
Design

Content
•
•
•
•

Cultural foods
Creating time plans for cooking
Sensory analysis
Create a range of dishes from around the
world
Printed tote bag project
• Fast fashion and sustainable fabrics
• Designing reflecting an influence
• CAD/CAM in Textiles
• Pattern cutting
• Sewing machines
• Production of tote bags
Electronic board game project
• Electronics and programming
• Soldering
• Designing for a purpose
• Graphics techniques
• CAD
Electronic board game project
• Designing for a given context
• Timbers
• Using hand tools
• Wood joints
• Making the casing for the board game
• Product assembly
• Finishing techniques
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Assessment
•

Written assessment week 7

•
•

Written assessment week 7
Final product assessed

•
•

Written assessment week 7
Final product assessed

•
•

Written assessment week 7
Final product assessed

Year 9 – English
Semester 1 Content

Assessment

Term 1

Short Stories
Careers Mastery Mornings

Analysis of Devices Assessment

Term 2

DNA
Drugs and Crime Mastery Morning

DNA Reading Assessment

Term 3

Woman in Black
Prejudice Mastery Mornings

Susan Hill’s The Woman in Black
Writing Assessment

Semester 1 Content

Assessment

Term 4

Woman in Black
Protagonist vs Antagonist Mastery Mornings

End of Year Assessment

Term 5

Disturbed Minds Poetry
Healthy Relationships Mastery Morning

Poetry Reading Assessment

Term 6

Frankenstein
Gender and Class Mastery Mornings

Gothic Writing Assessment
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Year 9 – Geography

Semester Content
1
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Why is the Middle East an important region?
• What is the Middle East?
•

Physical geography

•

Climate

•

Development of city states

•

Conflict

• Controversy: Qatar World Cup
Is Russia’s Geography a blessing or a curse?
• Physical landscape
•

Climate

•

Biomes

•

Urban areas

• Arctic control
What is the development gap?
• Measuring development
•

The demographic transition model

•

Uneven development

•

Tourism

•

Closing the gap

Semester Content
2
Term 1

Term 2
Term 3

Assessment

How do coasts shape the Earth?
• What is the coast?
• Waves and processes
• The coastal landscape
• The Holderness Coast
• Engineering and management
Why should we care about the living world?
•
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Assessment

Year 9 – History

Semester Content
1
Term 1

Impact of WWII on the world.

•
•
•
•
•
Term 2

Term 3

Causes of WWII
Blitz VS. Dresden
Dunkirk
D-Day
Post WWII

Impact of WWII on the world.
• Intro to Cold War.
• Red Scare
• Division of Germany
• Cuban Missile Crisis
• Space Race
• Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan
• Soviet Union Weakens
• Collapse of the Soviet Union
Holocaust.

•
•
•
•

What was the Holocaust?
How did the Nazis convince people to support them.
What happened during the Holocaust.
What happened during the Holocaust P2.

Semester Content
2
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Assessment

Superpower relations – Cold War.
• Overview.
• Developing tensions 19445-9.
• Intensification 1949-58.
Superpower relations – Cold War.
• Key Crisis – Berlin Wall 1961.
• Cuban Missile Crisis 1962.
• Czechoslovakia 1968.
Superpower relations – Cold War.
• Détente
• Flashpoints
• Reagan and Gorbachev
• Effects of New Thinking
• End of the Cold War.
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Assessment

Year 9 – ICT / Computing
Semester

Content

Semester 1
Term 1

Assessment
.

Developing Python programming with sequences of data

•
•
•
•
•
•

Base line testing

Introducing the use of sequences and lists
Looking at sequences of data as individual elements
Manipulating sequences
Use of pair programming
Developing skills to write programs to display messages
Creating simple arithmetic expressions

Term 2

Animations
• Students to gain understanding of how animation is used
• How animation revolutionised by 3D computer-based modelling
• Learn how to create professional 3D animations
• Develop creative ideas in multimedia products
• Develop knowledge of different animation tools

End of unit
Assessment

Term 3

Cyber security
• Students understand how cyber criminals steal data
• How data loss can disrupt systems
• How criminals can infiltrate networks
• Look at social engineering and methods of common cybercrime

End of unit
Assessment

Data science
• Introduction to what data science is
• Understand how data is used to investigate problems
• How data can be used to make changes
• Looking at how local and wider datasets can help visualise a
problem, identify patterns, and start to develop solutions,
• How data science for example can be used in medical or
geographical backgrounds
Representation going audio visual
• Students to develop creative ideas to make digital media, images,
and sound, and how this is stored as binary code
• Develop images out of individual elements
• Use colour to produce end products
• Use different image editing software and sound editing software
to manipulate images and sound
• Gap understand the underlying principles of digital
representation

End of unit
Assessment

Python programming
• Develop programming skills using emulators
• Become acquainted with key tasks and steps in physical world of
programming
• Develop patterns that represent and feature frequently in
applications
• Develop and build a project, looking at iteration to improve it and
decomposition to ensure tasks are broken down into manageable chunks

End of unit
Assessment

Semester 2
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3
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End of unit
Assessment

Year 9 – Maths
Semester 1 Content
Term 1

1. Straight line graphs.
2. Forming and solving equations.
3. Testing conjectures.

Assessment
•

•

Term 2

4. Three dimensional shapes.
5. Constructions and congruency.

•

•

Term 3

6. Reasoning with Numbers.
7. Using percentages.
8. Maths and money.

•

•

Semester 2 Content
Term 4

9. Reasoning with geometry using deduction.
10. Rotations and translations.
11. Pythagoras’ theorem.

12. Enlargement and similarity.
13. Solving ratio and proportion problems.
14. Exploring rates of change.

•

•

•

Term 6

15. Probability.
16. Algebraic representations.

•

•
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Short assessment midway
through the term that
assesses introductory
knowledge of unit 4.
Summative assessment at
the end of term of units 1
through 5.
Short assessment midway
through the term that
assesses introductory
knowledge of unit 6.
Summative assessment at
the end of term of units 6, 7
and 8.

Assessment

•

Term 5

Short assessment midway
through the term that
assesses introductory
knowledge of unit 1.
Summative assessment at
the end of term of units 1, 2
and 3.

Short assessment midway
through the term that
assesses introductory
knowledge of unit 9.
Summative assessment at
the end of term of units 6
through 11.
Short assessment midway
through the term that
assesses introductory
knowledge of unit 12.
Summative assessment at
the end of term of units 12,
13 and 14.
Short assessment midway
through the term that
assesses introductory
knowledge of unit 15.
Summative assessment at
the end of term of whole
content covered in year 9.

Year 9 – Modern Foreign Languages
Semester

Content

Semester 1

Assessment
.

Term 1

I eat healthily
• Using higher level opinions to talk about what I enjoy eating /drinking
(I find it’s …)
• Using adverbs in combination with adjectives to enhance descriptions
and opinions (absolutely + adjective / certainly / frankly / bad /
disgusting / delicious / salty / sweet / spicy)
• Using frequency to describe our diet (I eat regularly …)
• Using connectives “including, “on the other hand”, “except”
• Using a preposition to talk about eating / drinking some of it (I eat /
drink everyday)
• Using comparison and superlative when talking about diet (healthier /
better for health / worst / best...)
• Comparing present and past using “on the other hand, when I was
young, I used to eat …)
• Talking about healthy diet
• Recap of present tense of regular verbs
• Recap of key negative structures (not... anymore / never ...)

End of unit
assessment

Term 2

Keeping fit
• To talk about what physical activity you do to keep fit
• To talk about good and bad habits
• Using connectives “consequently”, “since”, “even if”, “therefore”
and “because of” to talk about cause and consequence
• To be able to say where it hurts
• To use reflexive verbs in the past tense when talking about
ailments (I broke my arm / hurt myself...)
• To be able to take part in conversations at the doctor’s
• To be able to take part in conversation at the pharmacy

End of unit
Assessment

Term 3

Future studies
• To recap immediate future
• To recap conditional tense
• To be able to talk about new year’s resolutions
• To be able to talk about hopes and dreams for the future using the
following structures: I dream of +inf / I want + inf / I intend to + inf / I
want + inf / I hope + inf / be about to / I have always wanted/dreamed
of

End of unit
Assessment

Careers
• To be able to talk about the benefits of learning a language – it’s
worth it
• To talk about what job I would like to do in the future
• To talk about aspirations using "if I could, I would go / if I have good
results, I will go / if I had time / money / I won the lottery / I was rich »
• To use some key subjunctive phrases to talk about doubts / what you
have to do: I doubt I can go ... / if I want to be a doctor, I have to go / I
do ...
• To know how to form the simple future
Study of a film
• To give opinions about films using following structures: “"interests me
/ irritates me / annoys me / bores me / fascinates me”

End of unit
Assessment

Semester 2
Term 1

Term 2
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End of unit
Assessment

2

•
•
•
•
•
•
Term 3

To use direct object pronouns when answering questions about my
opinions on films
To study a film
To use the imperfect tense to talk about the a past era
To be able to use “come from + inf” to talk about the last film you saw
To use the following negative structures "not... none", "do not ...
nobody", "does not ... que" and "not yet"
Using connective “while” to add interest to your writing and speaking

Talking about my childhood
• To know how to form the imperfect tense
• To know the imperfect tense of key verbs (to be / to have / to
do/make / to go / can/be able to)
• use the imperfect tense to talk about my childhood
• to be able to use "I would have wanted" / "if I had known /could"
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End of unit
Assessment

Year 9 – Music
Semester

Content

Assessment

Autumn 1

Music for Advertisements: Learn marketing strategies
and how to compose music that successfully promotes a
product.

Presentation of a group designed
product/company with
performance of an original advert
with composed ident, jingle, and
underscore.

Autumn 2

Music for Film: Foley Sound – exploration of the art of
Foley sound used in Film and TV that teaches
synchronicity, timing and encourages creativity and
critical thinking.

Live performance of a synced Foley
to video demonstration by a group
that uses everyday objects to
accurately depict particular
movement, action and sound
effects in an on-screen silent video.

Spring 1

Traditional Music: Samba – development of rhythmic
skills through the use of percussive Samba instruments
and rhythmic devices from the country of Brazil, South
America.

Live performance of a Samba
Percussion routine that accurately
portrays understanding and skill
level in the use of the different
percussive instruments and
rhythmic devices from the
traditional style.

Spring 2

Ukulele & Song writing revisited – Opportunity to learn
the basics of chords and tab on the ukulele and study
how to write a song on the ukulele.

Performance of a song on the
Ukulele

Summer 1

Pop Music: Reggae – A look at the cultural and musical
importance of the popular music style of Reggae along
with its origins and stylistic characteristics.

A Performance of a Reggae song

Summer 2

The Music Industry – An in-depth consideration of the
music industry as a culture and a business. As well as a
look at the role of the music artist

Presentation of an originally
designed music artist and music
festival

.
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Year 9 Physical Education

Semester

Content

Assessment

1

6 week / half term rotation:
Development of skill, knowledge and understanding
within a rotation of the following activities
• Hockey
• Rugby
• Football
• B/Ball
• Volleyball
• Netball
• Handball
• Trampolining
• Fitness

Knowledge and understanding – as
outlined in each activity booklet

6 week / half term rotation:
Development of skill, knowledge and understanding
within a rotation of the following activities
• Hockey
• Rugby
• Football
• B/Ball
• Netball
• Handball
• Trampolining
• Fitness

Knowledge and understanding – as
outlined in each activity booklet

6 week / half term rotation:
Development of skill, knowledge and understanding
within a rotation of the following activities
• Cricket
• Rounders
• Athletics
• Badminton

Knowledge and understanding – as
outlined in each activity booklet

2

3

.
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Practical related to each individual
activity

Practical related to each individual
activity

Practical related to each individual
activity

Year 9 – Science
Semester Content
1

Assessment

Term 1

Where has science come from
• History of science including women in science
• Discoveries and the scientific method
Science in the media
• How can science news be communicated with good and poor examples
• How can the public be influenced by the media?
• What are the ethical and moral issues linked to science?
The importance of cells
• What are we made up of and how are our cells organised?
• What are the types of animal cells?
• How can we observe tiny objects, and how tiny are they?
The importance of atomic structure
• What is everything made up of and what are single substances?
• What are substances joined together and how do we know they react?
The importance of energy resources
• What are energy resources and how do we generate electricity?
• How do we get electricity to our home and how do we use it?
• How is energy used in appliances and what is power?
The importance of energy resources (continued)
• How do we reduce unwanted energy transfers?
• How do we know if appliances are efficient?
The importance of the human body and disease
• What keeps us alive and what can make us poorly?
• How can life choices make us poorly incl. smoking, drugs and alcohol?
• Why is a healthy lifestyle important?
Where can science lead us?
• Why is science fascinating and how will I use science in the future?

Assessment 1
100% sheet
assessment

Semester Content
2

Assessment

Term 1

Where can science lead us? (continued)
• What could I do if I study biology, chemistry and physics further?
The importance of our atmosphere and pollutants
• Our current atmosphere, challenges of climate change and to reduce it?
The importance of the periodic table
• How do we classify single substances?
• How do metals differ from non-metals & alkali metals from noble gases?
The importance of magnetism in our lives
• What are magnets, magnetic fields and electromagnets?
The importance of everyday resources
• What resources do we use, how can we protect these, reusing/recycling
• How do we obtain potable water including required practical

Assessment 3
100% sheet
assessment

The importance of motor safety
• Speed, velocity & acceleration with distance/time & velocity/time graphs
• Stopping distances and reaction times
The importance of ecology
• Abiotic and biotic factors, adaptations and species interactions
• Biodiversity with quadrats required practical
• Water and carbon cycle
• Classification and the 3 domain system and evolutionary trees
The importance of mixtures
• Pure substances and formulations and important tests

Assessment 5
End of year
synoptic test

Term 2

Term 3

Term 2

Term 3
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Assessment 2
100% sheet
assessment

Assessment 4
100% sheet
assessment

